INTRODUCTION
In the fabrication process of ULSI devices, the contaminations around the silicon surface induce the degradation of the junction and oxide properties 1), so the surface cleaning technology must be developed. Especialty in the fine trench and conract holes with high aspect ratio, it is difficult to clean the surface regions, using the ordinal liquid-phase system, because of the surface tension.
Therefore, the vapor-phase cleaning system has been developed , using HF/H2O \ 3 ) vapor, Cl radical ay and so on. In the vapor HF systems, many researchers indicated that it was effective to suppress the native oxide growth 2), and recently Ohmi reported that it was possible to etch off the native oxide selectively 3 1. However, the particle generation due to the reaction products becomes a serious problem in this system.
In this work, a mechanism of particle generation has been clarified and a method for suppressing Fig.3 shows the HF/H2O mole ratio dependence of the particle counts. It also indicates the HF concentration dependence of the particle counts. The particle counts were strongly dependent on the HF/H2O mole ratio.
A large amount of particles of above 10,000 counts/wafer generated at the HF/H20 ratio be10w 1. When the water content was decreased and the HF/H2O mole ratio extended between 10 and 100, the particle counts abruptly decreased and the minimum value of about SOcounts/wafer was obtained.
However, when the water content decreased furthermore and approached around the critical concentration, the particle counts suddenly increased. In the case of the HF/H2O liquid-phase system, the particle counts were about 30 counts/wafer. Fig.4 (Fig.7) and to the left direction in equation (2) (Fig.7) 
